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NORTHERN STATE UNIVERSITY  
 

PRAXIS REVIEW SHEET 
WORLD AND UNITED STATES HISTORY: CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (0941) 

World History 
Decline of Classical Civilizations and Change--Circa 500 B.C.E.-1400 C.E. 

 
History 121: Western Civilizations I 

  
 

Praxis concepts addressed in these courses: Mesoamerican and Andean cultures 
 
Unless you read the relevant sections in your Mainstream of Civilization text, you probably did 
not cover Mesoamerican and Andean cultures in any of the classes you took at NSU.  I strongly 
recommend looking over the relevant material on the Washington State University World 
Civilizations site: http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAMRCA/CIVAMRCA.HTM. 
 
See also the relevant portions of the outlines of Central and South American history here: 
http://campus.northpark.edu/history/WebChron/Americas/Americas.html
 
Key terms:  
 
Teotihuacan 
 
Established in the 2nd century B.C., Teothihuacan (in present-day Mexico) was one of the largest 
urban centers in the world.  It had at its peak a population of 100,000.  Around 700 AD, a fire 
destroys much of the city, and it loses its importance.  However, the culture of Teotihuacan 
influenced subsequent peoples, particularly the Toltecs. 
 
See: http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAMRCA/CIVAMRCA.HTM
 
Mayas 
 
The “classic” period of Mayan civilization is 300-900 AD, but aspects of Mayan culture persist 
today in Guatemala and Honduras.  The Mayans developed an advanced calendar and were the 
first people in the Americas to have a written language.  On the negative side, the Mayans 
practiced human sacrifice.   
 
See: http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAMRCA/CIVAMRCA.HTM
 
Toltecs: 
 
A warlike people who dominated Mexico and Central America from around 950-1200 A.D.  The 
Toltecs are the people that had the ball game where the winner got all sorts of rewards and the 
loser became a human sacrifice.  I bet you remembered that without my having to remind you! 
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The Toltecs spread the culture of Teotihuacan.  Their conquest of former Mayan territory led to a 
blending of Mayan and Teotihuacan culture. 
 
See: http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/CIVAMRCA/CIVAMRCA.HTM
 
Aztecs: 
 
Heirs of Toltec culture (they seem to have called themselves Toltecs rather than Aztecs), the 
Aztecs dominated Mexico from around 1325 until the time of Cortes’ conquest (1519-1521).  
Although advanced and wealthy in some ways, the Aztecs were a cruel people, practicing human 
sacrifice on a grand scale—on one occasion killing 20,000 people!  Aztec laws were harsh and 
their society was socially rigid with women in a definitely inferior place.  Revolts from their 
cruelly treated subjects weakened them so much that Cortes was able to conquer them with an 
astonishingly small force. 
 
Incas: 
 
Beginning around 1200 AD, the Incas established an empire that spread from Ecuador to 
northern Chile—the largest and most populous of the American empires.  Despite the fact that 
they had no written language, the Incas excelled at engineering. Far more just in their treatment 
of conquered peoples than the Aztecs, the Incas nevertheless were unable to resist Spanish 
conquest. Pizzarro killed their leader (“the Inca”) in 1533, and, by the 1560’s, the Spanish had 
taken over all the Incas had once controlled.  You probably should be able to identify Macchu 
Picchu as an important Inca center. 
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